Grata Fund
We acknowledge the traditional owners of this land the Turrbal and Jagera people.
This always was and always will be First Nations Peoples land.

Grata Fund
People Powered Justice

●

We’re movement lawyers. We focus on building the power of
non-elite constituencies to challenge unaccountable power
through integrated legal and political strategies.

●

How? By helping to connect plaintiffs with crowdfunded and
philanthropic funds to unlock access to court, by connecting
litigators with campaigners to unlock meaningful and lasting
impact, by supporting affected communities to self-organise and
use the law as a tool to win.

●

We don’t provide legal advice to clients. We do provide strategy
support to plaintiffs, legal teams and campaigners, depending on
what is needed in any given collaboration.

Funding
How we can help your clients unlock the court system

The Grata Community chips in to provide:
● Adverse cost protection: by way of limited indemnities.
● Disbursements.

We can’t provide funding for legal fees or counsel fees. We can help
secure pro bono counsel or off the record law firm pro bono support.

The People of Santa Teresa vs The NT Government

Santa Teresa
Community
Arrernte Land, NT

Public interest litigation
First Wave

●

Created direct change by establishing rights in court underpinned by
progressive values.
○ Mabo and freedom of political communication cases in Australia
(80s/90s)
○ Brown v Board of Education in the US (50s).

●

Criticised by opponents for being partisan and illegitimate (e.g. backlash
against courts during History Wars), while at the same time PIL underpinned
by libertarian and conservative values was co-opt strategies, e.g. NRA and antirepro rights groups.

●

Criticised from within for being unaccountable and ineffective (i.e. after
court wins led to policy backlashes like the Howard Govt’s 10 Point Plan).

Movement lawyering
Movement lawyering can be seen as an evolution of First Wave PIL that responds
to its internal criticisms.

Two key elements:
-

Lawyering that serves social movements (bottom up) → enhances accountability

-

Integrated advocacy strategies → enhances impact

Source: Professor Scott Cummings, ‘Movement lawyering’,
University of Illinois Law Review, 2017.

What that looks like for us
Strategic Litigation - a form of movement lawyering
-

We view strategic litigation as a pragmatic tool to support social
movements to achieve their goals and the goals of their
communities.

-

Litigation is the tool/tactic around which broader integrated
advocacy strategies are built.

-

It is not strategic litigation if it is not integrated with broader
advocacy strategies to create lasting change.

Strategic litigation - integrated advocacy
What does integrated advocacy actually mean?
Strategic collaboration with non-lawyer activists and encourage analysis about the
potential consequences of legal interventions. Its essential aim is to break down
divisions between lawyers and non-lawyers, litigation and non-litigation strategies,
and court-centered versus policy-centered advocacy campaigns.
It does so by deemphasizing the centrality of any one type of legal intervention
(like public interest litigation) in favor of flexibly coordinating organisational and
tactical resources across different institutional spaces through campaigns to
achieve short-term policy reform and long-term cultural and social change.

Integrated advocacy: Power and change
Integrated strategic litigation campaigns are designed to:
●
●

Meet the needs of the movement
Achieve systemic change
○ Create the impact, in law, policy, practice or culture
○ Make it sustainable and hard to reverse
○ Shift power so communities have the ability to create, enforce
and protect change. And campaign for the next change!

Networked Change, Jason Mogus &
Tom Liacas

“Under a command and control structure there is
typically a limit to what you can ask of people
and to their commitment because all the
responsibility of thinking what to do next
remains with a small centre. In a distributed
approach, when more people are taking
ownership over something and driving it.”
-

Michael Silberman, Global Director, MobLab

Whats does networked change look like?

Four strategic principles common to directed-network campaigns

LONE WOLVES

MOBILISERS

ORGANISERS

STRATEGY FOR
BUILDING
POWER

Through information

Through membership

Through building leadership and
capabilities of members

STRATEGY FOR
BUILDING
MEMBERSHIP

NA

By getting as many people as possible
to take actions, building a bigger list

By developing leaders who can engage
others, and develop leadership amongst
new supporters

ADVOCACY TO
DECISIONMAKERS

Require few people,
research, submissions

Require quick engagement from a lot
of people (ie: petitions), reacting to
timely events

That build people’s engagement
overtime, sequence and build the impact
and difficulty of actions people can take

STRUCTURE

Centralise responsibility
in the hands of a few
staff of volunteers

Centralise responsibility in the hands
of a few staff of volunteers

Distribute responsibility out to a large
network of volunteers and affect
communities

PEOPLE POWER

NA

Focus on direct requests, that people
can do quickly and alone

Interdependent asks that are more timeintensive, force people to work together,
and provide strategic autonomy

COMMS

Provide information and
updates to interested
people

Focus on reaching out to as many
people as possible by developing
attractive pitches that draw in people

Focus on reaching out to people by
building relationships and community
with them

SUPPORT

Minimal resources for
training & reflection

Minimal resources for training &
reflection

Extensive resources for training, coaching
and reflection

Litigation as a campaign tactic
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

1999 - Case about stop-and-frisk and racial profiling
2003 - settlement and abolition of the Street Crime
Unit
2012 - despite this 700,000 searches conducted and
85% on PoC
Communities United for Police Reform, 70+ partners
and community groups > Training communities
about their rights, documenting police violence,
activism and political engagement and organising
2013 - New case launched, community creates the
remedy > community input into NYPD reform
2013 - court win, including community remedy
2013 - #DropTheAppeal Campaign

Campaign around litigation
●
●
●
●

●

●
●

886 co-plaintiffs
Including prominent Dutch people
and representative groups
Public mobilisations at moments in
the legal process - ie: Filing
Affected people spokes and
lobbyists - including an 11 year old!
Documentary released at a key
moment in the case to keep the
momentum up
Leveraged the win in the lower court
with outside political bolstering
WIN: The most ambitious climate
policy in the world!

Mapping your organisation
Give your organisation a rank between 1 and 5 in the following areas:
Principle 1: Opening
to grassroots power

A.
B.
C.

D.

Distribute
agency
Allowing for
customization
and adaption
Gathering
ideas and
content from
your crowd
Show you
people power

Principle 2: Crossmovement network
hubs

Principle 3: Frame a
compelling cause
A.

A.
B.
C.

#Hashtag, not
brand
Convene,
connect, serve
Cross
movement
boundaries

B.
C.

D.

Focus on actionworthy problems
and solutions
Employ cultural
storytelling
Create
oppositional
framing with
heroes and villains
Multi-channel
masters

Principle 4: Run with
focus and discipline
A.
B.

C.

Be agile, test
often, fail fast
Focus your
energy on key
moment,
organise v.
mobilise
Play the long
game and be
resourced for the
challenge at
hand

Network-building approaches
APPROACH

Eg. NoXXL

Eg. FightFor15

Are there parallel
networks/movements that
will be motivated by this
cause?

Ranchers, Native Americans,
communities along the
pipeline

Remnants of Occupy +
Movement for Black Lives
Matter

Is your cause open enough to
be adopted by other
movements?

It’s about the pipeline and it’s
dangers not just climate
change

Yes, several groups outside
SEIU have run it locally

Do you have a network
convening and building plan?

Convene calls, fill gaps, fund
coordination, support rapid
response

SEIU groups, regular calls /
briefings, talking point digests,
guides for protests / strikes

Grassroots-participation approaches
Approach

NoKXL

FightsFor15

Crowdsource the campaign
idea/farming/content from
supporters?

Multiple #s, social media
campaigns. Iconic images came
from supporters

Local supporters often make their
own slogans and messaging.
Supporter voices, testimonies are
always put forward first in FF15.

Is there a concrete and tangible
role for grassroots supporters? A
ladder of engagement?
Infrastructure?

Always people centric. Most
partners had clear engagement
models, organisers and staff, tech.
Supporters are the front of the
story, not NGOs.

Supporters lead local protests, start
local chapters and always serves as
spokespeople for the movement

Where do you show your people
power to the target?

Joint comment deliveries. Birddogging across the US, large rallies.

Cross-country protests in front of
Walmart and McDonalds

Are there tools for self-starting
actions?

Distributed days of action,
hounding political figures, local
petitions

Guides for strikes and protest online

